
~ A new generation of power wheelchairs ~

Foldable

Compact

Lightweight



A new level of mobility

Eloflex is a completely new generation of power 
wheelchairs with a host of unique features. 
The exceptionally low weight makes it easy to 
carry, fold and load. In one seamless action, it 
compresses into a compact space that’s ideal 
for storing at home or in a car. Equipped with 
long-lasting batteries and two powerful state-of-
the-art motors, you can also drive it for more than 
30 km without having to recharge the batteries.

Due its smart and compact design, Eloflex is a 
more convenient alternative to more bulky manu-
al wheelchairs. You can easily navigate around in 
shops and crowded places. No need to worry 
about taking up too much space in restaurants 
or cafes or even entering a standard toilet.

Eloflex electric wheelchairs come in two different sizes, with 
variations in height being the biggest difference. Our M-Plus 
model is ideal for shorter users while our best-selling L and L 
Plus models are well suited for average to taller users. All chairs 
work equally well indoors and out.

Our models are available in the Plus version. These are equip-
ped with larger air-filled rear wheels and powerful motors for 
outdoor use in natural terrain or on uneven or snowy surfaces.

All models feature a robust, lightweight aluminum frame. They 
also come with high-tech batteries and powerful brushless mo-
tors for long-range use and can all be folded in one simple 
operation.

There’s an Eloflex solution for every type of user – young, old, 
strong or weak. The whole idea is to give you more freedom 
and less dependency on others. 

Models

The market’s smartest power wheelchair



Features

Application

Lightweight, electric and collapsible, it overcomes many of the 
obstacles associated with standard electric chairs and opens 
up a range of new possibilities. In the past, transporting a tra-
ditional wheelchair was next to impossible since they weigh 
between 80-150 kg and are not foldable.

With its compact design and the high driving comfort, Eloflex 
places no limits on your travel goals. Easily maneuverable 
around the park, in town, stores, cafés or restaurants, it em-
powers you to take charge of the situation. No wider than 
regular manual wheelchair, you can squeeze into small spa-
ces, toilettes and through narrow doors – something that was 

previously impossible with your electric scooter or traditional 
power wheelchair. In short, a versatile and lightweight electric 
vehicle for all.

This power wheelchair is aimed to all users. Active wheelchair 
users seeking an additional smooth power wheelchair. Older 
people who want the freedom to move themselves. Weaker 
wheelchair users who can not operate a manual wheelchair.

Perfect to load in the car, take to work, on the go or when visi-
ting friends and family in another part of the country. Eloflex will 
become a part of your active life. Eloflex is freedom on wheels.

It’s easy to understand how an Eloflex can have a positive impact on people’s everyday lives.

Every Eloflex wheelchair is a small wonder in 
itself – a special combination of advanced en-
gineering, new technology and smart materials 
designed to give you optimal mobility and free-
dom. All chairs are built on a lightweight and 
robust aluminum frames. The precision is high, 
resulting in superior stability and ride comfort. 
The clever folding design makes the chair ex-
tra user-friendly and flexible, while the compact 

build ensures that you can get around as easi-
ly as with a manual wheelchair.
In the folded position, Eloflex is as small as an 
ordinary suitcase. It also weighs no more than 
26 kg, making it easy to bring along on trips. 
Regardless of whether you’re planning to tra-
vel with your own car, take a flight or enjoy a 
bus ride with friends, your Eloflex can always 
come along. 

This is what makes 
Eloflex unique:

• Low weight

• Foldable in seconds

• Modern technology

• Compact size

• Long range
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Foldable in five seconds



MODEL L (L-PLUS)

Weight 26 kg

Speed 6,5 km/h

Range 30 km

Motor 2x brushless high efficiency

Battery 2x Lithium Ion 9 Ah / 24 volt

Power 2x 200 W (250 W)

Turning radius 76 cm (78 cm)

Wheels 8” front – 10” rear (12” rear)

Max load Max 120 kg

Joystick Left, right or on backrest

Size L 95 cm (H) x 59 cm (B) x 99 cm (D)

Folded size L 70 cm (H) x 59 cm (B) x 35 cm (D)

A lightweight power wheelchair for all occasions

Eloflex
Norra Catalinagränd 3
183 68 TÄBY - SWEDEN 

Phone: +46 8 559 250 20
Email: info@eloflex.se
Web: www.eloflex.se

Facts

Accessories
Eloflex is one of the smartest 
wheelchairs, including a wide 
range of unique features and 
accessories that make it easy, 
compact and foldable. Our 
accessories makes it even 
smarter.

CoverHeadrestAttendant control


